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Cancer is a functional repair tissue
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Summary When a wound occurs, growth and repair genes (GR genes, such as oncogenes, proto-oncogenes, etc.) in
surrounding cells are activated and secretion of growth and repair factors (GR factors, such as growth, stem cell, and
stimulating factors, etc.) is induced to heal the wound. However, if the wound is persistent due to chronic physical
(radiation, electromagnetic field, trauma, particles, etc.), chemical (carcinogens, toxic chemicals, heavy metals etc.)
or biological (aging, free radicals, inflammation, nutrient deficiency, bacteria and virus infections, stress, etc.)
damage, amplification of GR gene activation in surrounding cells may lead to a clinical cancer. Based on the
commonalities between cancer and wound healing, a new hypothesis of cancer is presented: malignancies are not
passive mutated useless masses; rather, they are functional tissues produced by GR gene activation to secrete GR
factors in an effort to heal persistent wounds in the body. Based on the hypothesis, current cancer treatments aimed at
killing cancer cells only may be misguided. The logical extension of the hypothesis is that cancer treatment focused on
wound healing by limiting causes of persistent wounds, providing repair cells, GR factors, and substrates required by
repair cells may yield more fruitful results than treatments focused on killing cancer cells alone. Spontaneous
regressions of cancer, although rare, may be successful examples of serendipitous spontaneous wound healing.
Standard therapies aimed at killing cancer cells, should be limited to adjuvant status for limiting symptoms or buying
time for completion of the wound healing process. Attempts to destroy cancer cells without healing underlying
persistent wounds will allow for eventual recurrence.
c 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.



Background
Current theories hold that cancers are abnormal
tissues triggered by gene mutations. Standard cancer treatments are primary removal via surgery
and/or attempts to destroy tumor tissue using radiation and/or chemotherapy. In spite of improvements in earlier detection and diagnosis, current
treatments have not radically improved survival.
From 1950 to 1995, five year survival rates for sev* Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 316 682 3100.
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eral malignant tumor types (pancreas, liver, stomach, lung, brain and esophagus) have increased
only between 3% and 9% [1].
Proto-oncogenes and oncogenes are expressed
not only in cancer [2], but also in pregnancy [3],
embryonic development [4,5], wound healing [6]
and growth factor synthesis [7]; indicating the
products of these genes are involved in normal,
non-malignant, growth and repair processes.
Many cancer risk factors are associated with
wound-like conditions. For example: smoking
causes chronic inflammation of the lungs and is
a risk factor for lung cancer [8]; inflammation of
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the liver, colon and prostate increase the risk of
cancer developing in those tissues [9]; cervical
erosion is a risk factor for cervical cancer [10];
and ulcers are risk factors for gastric cancer
[11], etc.
Oncogenes have broad antiapoptotic functions
[12,13] which is a cellular feature found in wound
healing. Similarities between oncogene expression
and antiapoptosis activity in normal physiological
processes (wound healing, development, and pregnancy) and malignancies reveal relationships between mechanisms of carcinogenesis and the
evolution of mammalian repair.

Hypothesis
Wound healing
During growth or reproduction phases, growth and
repair genes (GR genes, all tissue growth and repair
genes, such as oncogenes, proto-oncogenes, etc.)
are activated to reproduce cells so tissues can develop [3,14,15]. When a wound occurs, the healing
process begins: platelets seal broken capillaries; T
cells, macrophages and NK cells migrate into the
tissue to remove debris and dead cells [16]; leaked
platelets, T cells, monocytes and macrophages secrete growth and repair factors [17–19] (GR factors, all tissue growth and repair promoting
substances, such as growth factors, stem cell factors, some cytokines, growth and repair related
hormones, etc). GR genes in surrounding cells are
activated and secrete more GR factors [20]. GR
factors recruit stem cells from neighboring tissues
and the bone marrow to the wound site [21]. Stem
cells differentiate into various tissues under growth
factor [22] influence and finally repair the wound in
concert with other cells. When repair is complete,
the GR genes are turned off (or tumor suppressor
genes are turned on [23]) and homeostasis is
restored.

Cancer as a functional tissue
However, if the wound is persistent due to chronic
physical (radiation, electromagnetic field, trauma,
particles, etc.), chemical (carcinogens, toxic
chemicals, heavy metals etc.) or biological (aging,
free radicals, inflammation, nutrient deficiency,
bacteria and virus infections, stress, etc.) damage,
local and neighboring stem cells may become exhausted [24,25]. Migration and replication of stem
cells from bone marrow may be insufficient to heal
the wound if local stresses remain, particularly in
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an aging individual whose stem cells have decreased reparative capacity. It is known that the
expansion potential of hemotopoietic progenitor
cells is lower in cancer patients than in controls
[26]. As the wound persists, more and more GR
genes activated in surrounding cells induce malignant transformation that can lead to clinical cancer
[27].
Malignant transformation of cells at the wound
site allows for increased secretion of a wider variety of GR factors [28–31] in an attempt to heal the
wound by recruitment and stimulation of stem cells
from other sites [24,32,33]. Therefore, malignancies may not be passive mutated masses. Rather,
they are functional tissues produced by GR gene
activation to secrete GR factors in an effort to heal
persistent wounds.
Evidence to support the notion that malignant
cells may be a ‘‘last ditch’’ effort to heal a chronic
wound can be demonstrated by the fact that tumor
cells secrete functional repair molecules, many of
which are produced during wound healing [34,35].
Growth factors and stem cell factors are highly expressed in cancer tissue [31] and can be found in relatively high concentrations in the sera of cancer
patients [36]. Given the hypothesis, cancer cells
would disappear through differentiation and apoptosis at the completion of wound healing, and no
clinical cancer would emerge. The fact that pathologic cancers are found during autopsy at a higher
incidence than clinical cancer [37,38] suggests that
some wounds might be healed by subclinical cancer.

Location
In the context of the hypothesis, malignancies
would most likely arise in tissues that most frequently activate GR genes, and tissues with the
highest propensity for non-healing wounds. Tissues
with frequent repair gene activation are those with
rapid turnover or frequent repair needs, such as
bone and blood during growth development, reproductive system related tissues during pregnancy,
digestive mucosa, respiratory and urinary endothelium, skin, etc. Frequent repair gene activation
subsequent to higher metabolic and cell division
rates in these tissues increases the risk of malignant transformation. This may explain higher incidence rates of bone cancer and leukemia in
young people during bone development [39,40], increased rates of reproductive malignancy during
pregnancy [41] and overall higher cancer incidence
in high cell turnover tissues, such as found in the
digestive, respiratory, genital, and urinary systems
[42].
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Potential therapies based on hypothesis
Traditional cancer treatments, including surgery,
radiation and chemotherapy aim to eliminate cancer masses. However, malignant tissue produces vital factors for repair of non-healing wounds.
Therefore, traditional cancer treatments may
actually be working against an organism’s attempts
to heal. Traditional treatments do not provide GR
factors and necessary substrates to damaged tissues. Instead they remove the GR factor factory
(malignant cells). In the case of surgical cure of
malignancy, it is likely that the non-healing wound
is removed along with the malignancy, and the GR
factors are no longer required. The tumor microenvironment is likely worsened by tumor reduction
via chemotherapy or radiation. The damage to normal tissue by chemotherapy and radiation may well
induce more malignant formation to overcome the
damage of the treatment.
Based on the hypothesis, cancer treatment
strategies should be comprised of three facets:
(1) removal of known physical, chemical, or biological causes of persistent wounds; (2) provision of a
critical mass of repair cells to the site of malignancy; and (3) delivery of a critical mass of GR factors and substrates required for wound healing to
the site of malignancy. When the wound is healed,
cancer cells will eventually disappear through differentiation or apoptosis. Spontaneous remissions
of cancer [43–45], although rare, may be successful examples of serendipitous spontaneous wound
healing. Standard therapies aimed at killing cancer
cells, should be limited to adjuvant status for limiting symptoms or buying time for completion of
the wound healing process. Attempts to destroy
cancer cells without healing underlying persistent
wounds will allow for eventual recurrence.

Repair cells
Supplying enough repair cells to wound sites for a
sufficient amount of time to elicit termination of
wound healing is one of the three cornerstones of
successful cancer therapy based on the hypothesis.
Stem cells are the most likely candidates for repair
cells. Stem cells are known to home in on, and repair, damaged tissue. Both autologous and allogeneic stem cells can be recruited into the wound
site for the wound healing [21,24]. Some immune
stimulants that showed anticancer effect are found
to be stem cell stimulants also, such as glucans
[46,47]. Stem cell stimulators alone have demonstrated benefit to cancer patients, ie granulocyte–
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macrophage colony stimulating factor [48,49].
Placental extracts, a source of stem cell growth factors [50,51] may be responsible for the responses of
various cancers to treatment with placenta extracts
[52]. Placental stem cells naturally transplanted
into the mother during normal pregnancy can remain in maternal marrow and tissue throughout life
[53]. This phenomenon may contribute to the phenomenon of women having a lower cancer incidence
than men after 50 years of age [42].

GR factors and substrates
Supplying GR factors and repair cell substrates to
wound sites for a sufficient amount of time to elicit
termination of wound healing is the second cornerstone of treatment based on the hypothesis. Wound
healing is a series of complex physicochemical
interactions that require various micronutrients at
every step [35]. A multitude of vitamins, minerals,
amino acids, fatty acids, glycosaminoglycans,
growth factors and oxygen are necessary for optimal wound healing [35,54–59]. Hormones, vitamins, growth factors, and cytokines are being
added to conventional cancer therapies (chemo,
surgical, and radiation therapy) and recently became the ‘‘fourth arm’’ of cancer treatment
[60]. The conflicting results of effects of nutrition
in cancer treatment [60–62] may be due to incomplete nutrient supplementation and/or lack of adequate numbers of repair cells. For example, one
study found that vitamin C treatment of patients
with a variety of cancer resulted in 10% excellent
responders versus 40% in patients treated with
Vitamin C plus other nutrients [63]. If supplemented substrates are not adequate to overcome
localized deficiencies at the wound site, completion of wound healing is unlikely [64]. Clinical cancer often accompanies substrate deficiencies [65].
These substrate deficiencies affect cell replication
and stem cell activities (proliferation, differentiation, responses to growth hormone and growth factors, etc.) [66]. Therefore, even if repair cells
(such as stem cells) exist in adequate numbers at
the wound site, substrate deficiency would lead
to incomplete wound healing. Because deficiencies
of individual nutrients at the wound site are not
generally measurable, provision of a complete battery of GR factors and substrates to cover any potential deficiency is desirable. This complete
battery of GR factors and substrates that are necessary for cell metabolism normally, can be called
whole cellular nutrients (WCN) including growth
factors, stem cell factors, some cytokines, growth
and repair related hormones, vitamins, minerals,
nucleic acids, amino acids, fatty acids, glycosami-
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noglycans, carbohydrates, antioxidants, oxygen,
etc. The risk, if WCN is supplied in known non-toxic
concentrations, is minimal to none.

Conclusion
According to the hypothesis presented, malignancies may develop via activation of GR genes as a repair mechanism to promote completion of healing
of persistent wounds. The hypothesis suggests
three key elements for effective cancer treatment:
(1) removal of known physical, chemical, or biological causes of persistent wounds; (2) delivery of a
critical mass of reparative cells to the site of malignancy; and, (3) delivery of WCN required for wound
healing to the site of malignancy.
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